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INTRODUCTION
Our first Market Report of February this year,
covering our sales for the second half of 2014,
went down well by all accounts with some favourable feedback, so it looks like it’s here to
stay! In our 2015 auctions from February, March,
May and June we listed just over 1,000 eBay
auctions comprising scarce and collectable vintage British comics and related items and this
report discusses the key results and provides an
interesting snap shot, with pictures, of the British
comic market today.
Some readers of this report will have been members of The Beano & Dandy Collectors’ Club
which we founded and ran between 2006 and
2009. In that time, members
enjoyed a total of eight newsletters with informative articles on
the two comics. We feel running
such a Collectors’ Club is a bit
out of date now as the online
comic collecting community has
evolved considerably. There are
countless websites dedicated to
comics and that doesn’t include
the wealth of information that
can be found on Wikipedia – great for a quick
reference check. For specific conversations about
http://
British
comics,
Comics
UK
www.comicsuk.co.uk/ is excellent and we regularly browse artist Lew Stringer’s blog site http://
lewstringer.blogspot.co.uk/ and Tony’s Trading
for a quick identification of an undated annual
http://www.tonystrading.co.uk/. So, to continue
where we left the Collectors’ Club in 2009, we
hope to expand this market report into a wider
comic newsletter and publish articles and features on British comics, written by myself and
guest writers. Importantly, it will be FREE for all
to download, read and share.

ACTION COMIC 23RD OCTOBER 1976 – ULTRA
RARE ISSUE!
Our stand out auction between February and
June was the ultra rare Action comic 23rd October
1976 – indeed this is the rarest comic we have
sold! Action was launched by IPC in February
1976 and was targeted towards a different type
of reader than more traditional comics such as
The Beano, Hotspur, Lion and Eagle. Consequently its content was unlike that seen in other
children’s comics with notably violent strips and
politically sensitive features. Hookjaw, a great
white shark ripping people to shreds on the full
colour centre page was a particularly gruesome
strip, whilst Look out
for Lefty had negative
political connotations
with
strips
that
seemed to promote
football hooliganism.
The comic was an instant hit with kids, but
with soaring sales figures
came
soaring
scrutiny from the British Press – the Evening Standard, Sun
and Daily Mail all featured scathing attacks.
Focus groups such as
the Responsible Society and Delegates Opposing Violent Education applied pressure on IPC
to either censor or ban the comic. By October
1976 the plug had to be pulled and the comic
was axed for six weeks before being re-launched
with much softer content and violence off-panel.
The 23rd October issue was due to be published
but the ban was imposed prior to going to full
- -

print. IPC printed 30 copies to be retained by
staff and we now know of only 5 examples.
There are inevitably a few more in long term collections but the jury’s out on how many of the
original 30 have survived to this day. Staff working on the comic would invariably have kept
them given the high profile nature of the comic
at the time and it being close to their hearts.
Comics were sought at the time by enthusiasts
and collectors, such as Denis Gifford and Alan
Clark, but the values were nothing like they were
today, so how many had the foresight to keep
them?
Perhaps it was just as well that the 23rd October
issue never landed on newsagent’s shelves. Not
only did the front cover feature the word
‘SUICIDE’ THREE times, but
Steve (McManus), the IPC
chap who invited reader’s
letters, promoted getting
drunk on booze in his introductory blurb on page 2!
The Hookjaw strip was notably violent although readers were all too used by
then to seeing men being
ripped in half and more.
In considering how rare this
Action comic is, when thinking of British comics one
might reference the first
Beano, from 1938, as being
one of the rarest. Indeed it
is – around 25 copies are
known to exist from an
original distribution figure of
some 442,963 copies. This
is only 5 less than the tally
of Action 23rd October 1976 ever printed and we
suspect that more first issue Beano comics will
emerge from attics in the coming years. So, it’s
safe to that this Action comic is seriously rare!
Although we had been aware of the mysterious
Action comic dated 23rd October 1976, we had
never before seen a copy, nor had we had any
communications with collectors concerning it.
That is until February of this year when a very
keen enthusiast mentioned to us that he was
looking to purchase a copy of the comic, if one
could be tracked down. Within a matter of weeks
we visited a local collector in Sussex to collect
some artwork for auction who, purely by chance,
happened to show us the holy grail of his collection – none other than a copy of the 23rd October
Action comic. So we took a few snaps of that issue, went on our way and featured it on our
Facebook business page (phil-comics auctions).
Although a deal was not struck, it opened our
eyes to the potential excitement and interest that
such a comic could generate if offered at auction.

Within just
a
few
weeks
of
this
encounter, we
couldn’t
believe our
luck when
we
were
contacted
by the family of a man
who
used
to work at the IPC print works in Gravesend,
Kent, stating they have had a copy in the family
since 1976 and they wished to sell it. He commented that his father-in-law had merely taken
the comic out of interest and something to put
aside, i.e. the loft. It had been stored, unread, in
a brown paper envelope since the 1970s and so
its grade was particularly high, with vibrant colours, no tears and just the usual light page tanning with age. Indeed, we graded the comic as
Fine+.
After considering the potential sale, the family
decided to commission us to auction it on eBay in
our next monthly auction listing, which happened
to be May. In discussing a likely sale price, we
had read that a copy sold 7 years ago for around
£1,000 mark and so, wanting to be realistic,
speculated that it would likely fetch “a few hundred pounds” but didn’t want to tempt fate by
saying it would reach four figures. We also
weighed up the pros and cons on putting a reserve of between £300 and £500, to reassure the
vendor, but in the end mutually agreed that we
would list at 99p with no reserve as we’d be able
to monitor progress in the first few days of the
10 day listing. Past experience has told us that
when we list an item of real rarity, the price usually looks after itself and it will find the right market price. With a 99p start price and no reserve,
within the first few hours of going live the price
jumped to £500 and so there was no need for
that reserve afterall. But had it peaked too soon
the vendor asked? We were initially dubious our-
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selves, but what followed was an incredibly exciting, jaw dropping ten days with interest from 11
different bidders, from the UK to Australia, four
of whom ultimately bid over £2,000. There was
much discussion on the ComicsUK forum (which
we would recommend signing up to if you haven’t already) and the auction received 3,882 page
views with 246 watchers at its peak.
Having just topped the 2.5k mark with 30 minutes to go, we watched the final few minutes and
seconds with baited breath and wondered
whether it would go even higher. In the end it
seemed that people had already stamped what
authority they were prepared to stamp in the few
hours before the auction finished, and the price
remained at an eye watering new record of
£2,555.00! The vendor commented “the
mother-in-law is more than happy”, which was
probably quite understated to say the least!
The buyer, a long term collector in the UK, commented that it had been inserted into his collection where a very big gap used to be, thus completing his Action archive. He didn’t think he’d
ever get the chance to buy it but is very happy
despite the price being a bit outside his budget.
Although it commands a high profile in the comic
world, it seemed that Action was a little too niche
and, despite our best efforts, we were unable to
attract the press attention that we felt the comic
deserved given the media furore it generated
back in 1976. Unlike the Beano, Dandy or
2000AD, they felt the wider general public
wouldn’t have heard of the comic.
We can only speculate when another copy
will be offered on the market, but if you
have one and are thinking of selling, we
have potentially interested buyers in the
form of the underbidders in the auction.
To form a permanent record of the comic
and sale, we’ve included the text from the
auction, telling the story of the banned Action comic, at the end of this market report
along with several pictures of the comic.
IF THIS WASN’T ENOUGH ACTION...
We also sold virtually every single issue that was
published in its 1976-1977 tenure, including the
first three issues with their free gifts. The first
couple, with respective Red Arrow plane and
Hook Jaw transfer made £100 each whilst the
third, with unused soccer cards giveaway
achieved half that at £52. Impressive prices with
impressive Fine grades to match.
From the same owner as the
ultra rare 23rd October issue
came the last official release
pre-ban issue, dated 16th
October 1976, which soared
to £58 in the same Fine+

grade. The first post-ban issue, 4th December
1976, reached £9. The full compliment (47) of
1977 issues in Good to VG- grade made £103 as
a batch. Overall a great year for Action comic collectors!
SPECIAL ISSUES
Themed comics such as
Christmas and Fireworks are widely collected and for good
reason
with
their
imaginative covers and
stories inciting nostalgic memories of yesteryear. As a general
guide, special issues
tend to fetch double
the price of a regular
comic of the same vintage. Some prices far
exceed this though and
a good case in point would be the 100 year old
Christmas edition of Sparks from 25th December
1915 with one of the best festive covers we’ve
seen. The price soared to £84
despite its Good grade. Although
we’ve not
sold
any
S p a r k s
comics before, those
we
have
seen have
sold
for
just a few
p o u n d s
each.
The
1960
Buster Fireworks issue with
a vibrant front cover featuring Guy Fawkes sold for
£34 in VG/Fine condition.
Another cracking Fireworks
issue was The Beano from
1964 with a fabulous title
logo with fizzing fireworks. It
only made £6 in Fair grade
but the cover alone makes it
worth a mention, as does
our favourite Beano Christmas cover from 1970 – this
Fine example reached £26 in
February.
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BEANO & DANDY ANNUALS
Our star lot was unleashed in March as the 1941
Beano Book – the rarest in our experience. With
bright covers and a full spine, nice contents albeit slightly loose binding, bidding remained slow
until the final few moments when it soared to
very pleasing £2,151. A VG+ 1949 Magic Beano
Book found £212 in June and the 1951 Beano

with half its spine missing and sold it for £11 so
surely the next one is destined to have a full
spine? Other notable Beezer Books sold were a
Fine/Fine+ 1960, the first laminated D.C. Thomson annual, for £9, and similarly graded 1964
and 1968 for £13 and £24 respectively.

Book in the same grade made £84. Most collectors, ourselves included, are realistic in aiming
for Very Fine copies to be the final upgrade
books in our collection, as opposed to Near Mint
or Mint examples. Consequently when Very Fine
examples come on the market there can be some
serious bidding. Prices for Beano and Dandy
books have dropped slightly in recent years but
we were happy with these prices for Very Fine
examples – Beano 1962 (£51), 1964 (£72), 1965
(£175), 1967 (£46), 1973 (£19) and 1974 (£25).
Despite the usually seen difference in prices between Beano and Dandy, in May the Dandy collectors treated themselves to Fine/Very Fine examples from 1972 (£21), 1973 (£18) and 1975

Buster Books from the 1960s are
fairly hard to come by and had
bright, glossy card covers. A Fair
1964 (#3) sold for £39 whilst a
Good 1966 example made £14.
The 1962 Buster Book of Thrills
made £7 and the 1970 Book of
Gags £6.
Oor Wullie Books exchange
hands for good money and a
1956 (VG+) and 1958 (Good)
realised £72 and £56 each. Last
November we sold a Good+ example from 1962 for £33 whilst
in May of this year, a G/VG
fetched £47. A photocopied endpaper didn’t stop a 1964 example
reaching
£41.

(£25).
ANNUALS
As well as Beano and Dandy annuals, our collection also has Beezer Books for which we’ve always had a soft spot, especially the 1958 annual
with its rich vintage blue front cover background.
It took us years to find a Fine example with full
spine for our own collection and, to this day,
rarely see them without their spine missing. In
February we sold a spineless example for £5, in
May we managed to find one in Fair/Good grade
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We
sold
three unofficial reprints
of
Broons
and Oor Wullie annuals
which we had seen on the
market before but never
handled. We’ve been told
they were produced north of

the border and in fact these were consigned to
us from an ex-pat in Luxembourg whose selling
up. Despite being reprints, they tend to attract
good prices due to the genuine rarity of the originals. Oor Wullie 1950 sold for £102 whilst Broons
for 1941 and 1949 made £113 and £54 respectively. They’ve certainly travelled well as all three
books were repatriated back to their homeland of
Scotland. Talking of original Broons annuals, we
offered a Fine+ 1955 annual which sold for £112
and a Fine/Very Fine 1965 example which realised £63.

High grade usually leads to a good sale price and
so we were unsurprised when Tiger Books for
1964, 1965 and 1966, with the brightest, glossiest covers imaginable in VG, Fine/Fine+ and
VFN- grade fetched £11, £26 and £25 each.
From the same Fleetway publisher but different
safari animal saw Lion Books 1977 and 1978
reach £25 each in Very Fine- grade.

the first one from 1955.
Grade again came into its own
when two determined bidders
fought hard to secure a run of
VG/Fine to VFN- Victor Books
from the late 1960s. They
were all won by one dedicated
collector from south Wales
who picked up 1965 to 1969
inclusive, for his son, for an
average price of £54 each.
We occasionally see the hardback annuals of D.C.
Thomson’s early story papers – Wizard, Hotspur
and Rover - in secondhand children’s bookshops
or book fairs and it always
amazes us that these lovely
books from the same era,
same publisher and similar
style with beautiful pictorial
spines fetch just a fraction
of the price as Beano and
Dandy annuals. Still, it was
a pleasure to be consigned
the first (1936) and last
(1949) Wizard books from
the same vendor, from her
father’s own childhood, in
VG/Fine shape and see that
good prices of £41 and £34 were achieved. Hotspur Books for 1938 and 1949 made £20 and £15
each in just above VG grade.

RUPERT BEAR

We sold a number of Topper Books from the
1955 first edition to the early 1970s. Grade
played a huge part in securing a fabulous price of
£104 for a Very Fine- 1958 annual – the best we
have seen. A couple of months earlier a VG example, which are seen fairly often, made just a
tenner. A Very Fine- 1972 made £21 - £2 more
than a Fair example of

It’s been a while since we’ve listed a good run of
Rupert Bear Facsimile annuals but they’re still in
demand despite the price of originals falling in
recent years. Many collectors are purists and a
collection of Rupert Bear wouldn’t be complete
without the full complement of originals and reprint editions. We once collected Rupert Bear
ourselves until deciding to focus just on The
Beano and The Dandy and were aware that the
facsimiles were not produced for the years 1946
and 1947. Well, the series has now reached 1970
and we are informed that there are no plans to
go beyond this year. The years 1954, 1956,
1960, 1961, 1962, 1964, 1967, 1968 and 1969
were all missed too due to content deemed unsuitable today. This sparks the debate as to
whether they should be appreciated as historical
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documents of their time and celebrate the fact
that the content is now deemed inappropriate.
D.C. Thomson held this view when, in 2006, they
received criticism from race campaigners for reprinting the 1939 Dandy Monster annual in its
entirety, which included content of a nature considered unacceptable today.

tion by Earth. ‘Wagner’s Walk’ was a Second
World War story with an escaped German POW
fleeing the Red Army. Tornado was merged with
2000AD Prog #127 and the only characters to
transfer were Blackhawk, Wolfie Smith and Captain Klep, with the former two having their story
remits modified to fit with 2000AD’s sci-fi nature.

The Rupert Bear reprint books averaged £17
apiece with £46 being achieved for the 1942 edition, the original of which is very difficult to find
and one that we have never handled.

FLYERS

TORNADO
From the same vendor as the ultra rare Action
comic 23rd October 1976 came a full set of Tornado comics from 1979. The set was essentially
unread and graded across the board at Fine+
with the free gifts

Turbo
Flyer,
MayDay
pack and Spud Gun coming with their respective
#1, 2 and 3 issues, selling for £48, £38 and £51
each. We grouped the remainder #4-22, comprising the full set, into one batch and these sold
for £32, giving a grand total of £169 for the 22
issues.
Tornado was a short-lived IPC title lasting just 22
issues running between March and August 1979.
We’ve discussed Action comic in great detail in
this Market Report and Tornado was, in part, created to mop up some of the stories already commissioned for the cancelled titles of Action
(1976-1977) and Starlord (1978). It contained a
mix of war, detective, horror and science fiction
stories and, much like 2000AD with ‘Tharg’, had
a superpowered editor ‘Big E’. Stories included
‘The Mind of Wolfie Smith’, a young boy whose
suddenly acquired telepathic and telekinetic powers lead him to become a runaway. ‘Angy Planet’
was set on Mars in the late 21st century which by
then was habitable by humans and told of the
struggle of genetic martians against the exploita-

We’ve sold D.C. Thomson annual flyers before
but not many from Fleetway so were genuinely
chuffed
to
come
across
three from the
1970s.
Al though we’ve
sold most of
the
annuals
promoted
in
the flyers and
seen hundreds
at
second
hand
bookshops over the
years, it’s only
when you see
Fleetway’s entire fleet of
annuals
pictured in one
flyer that the
scale of their
operation becomes apparent. It was quite remarkable the number of titles
the firm published in the 1970s, as seen in these
pictures. The full colour fold out newsagent flyers
reached very good prices - £13 for 1973 and £51
apiece for 1975 and 1978.
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hero. Debbie was one of the
more successful girl’s titles,
lasting 518 issues with the
final number coming out on
15th January 1983, virtually a
decade after the first. Debbie
absorbed Spellbound in 1978.

MARVEL SUPERHERO
Having watched many Marvel and DC comic inspired superhero movies at the cinema in recent
years, we’re steadily branching into UK Marvel
comics and bought a childhood collection from a
chap in Kent back in February. We wasted no
time and included a decent chunk of it in our
March sale. A batch of 65 Avengers comics from
#1-128 sold for £36 and three Marvel Treasury
Editions featuring Fantastic Four, Conan the Barbarian and Mighty Avengers registered winning
bids of around £8 each. Four runs of approximately 50 issues of Mighty World of Marvel between #19 and 294 (1973-1978) sold for around
50p per comic and the same price for a 68 strong
selection of Spiderman Comics Weekly between
#3 and 143. The first Star Wars Weekly comic
from February 1978 flew to £53 with its unused
X-fighter free gift plane.

We acquired a superb collection of Debbie comics from a
single original source which
appeared to be unread, with
grades around the Fine mark.
Several early giveaways were present with their
issuing comics including #1 – Beauty Brooch
(£32), #2 Twin Bangles (£72), #3
Blue
comb

(£62),
#4 Cameo beauty
r i n g
(£43), #17 Ring (£27), #18 Brooch (£24), #33
Pop Star transfers (£23) and #87 Autograph

Despite lowish grades of between Fair and G/VG,
Superboy, Superman, Superadventure and Batman annuals from the 1960s

f e t c h e d
prices in the range of £10 to
£27. These had laminated covers which were
bright and very glossy and so a real pleasure to
handle.
A GREAT SELECTION OF GIRL’S COMICS
DEBBIE
Debbie was a girl’s comic launched by D.C.
Thomson on 17th February 1973 and was one of
four sister papers alongside Bunty, Judy and
Mandy. It contained a mix of comic strips and
photo stories and covered a broad range of genres from romance to science fiction, horror and
suspense to period drama and humour to super-

book (£15) – none of which
we’d sold before. You’ll often
find that the prices for #2
and #3 comics with gifts are
higher than those for #1, due
to their rarer nature. We saw that the rest of the
collection, up to #470 in 1982, sold in full or virtually full years for almost £1 per issue at £50
per annual block.
JACKIE
On a similar vein but more like a comic was
Jackie, a girl’s magazine rather than a comic.
Again published by D.C. Thomson, it ran from
11th Jan 1964 to 3rd July 1993, a total of 1,534
issues. The following exerpt has been taken from
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Wikipedia and offers an interesting insight into the title.
The name Jackie was chosen
from a list of girls' names, although it was nearly dropped
due to the association with
Jackie Kennedy following her
husband's assassination in
1963. An urban legend exists
that it was named after Jacqueline Wilson who worked
there at the time, before she
became a notable children's author. Although the author has
attempted to perpetuate this
claim, this has been denied by
those who were involved in the
launch.
Jackie was the best-selling teen
magazine in Britain for ten
years, with sales rising from an
initial 350,000 to 605,947 in
1976. The best ever selling issue was the 1972 special edition to coincide with the UK
tour of American singer David
Cassidy. During the 1970s,
Jackie published a mix of fashion and beauty tips, gossip,
short stories and comic strips.
The latter were usually illustrated with line drawings or
posed photographs, especially if the
story involved a "reader's true life experience". Both the comics and the
short stories invariably dealt with either romance or family issues. The
centre pages of the magazine usually
contained a pull-out poster of a popular band or film star.
Jackie became very popular with
young teenage girls, not least because
of the "Cathy and Claire" problem
page, which received 400 reader letters a week
and dealt with controversial issues that were
nonetheless relevant to the readership. However,
the subjects covered in the column were not reflective of the majority of readers' letters, which
focused on sex-related issues—D.C. Thomson as
a result kept the editorial brief, but created a series of help leaflets which they sent to letter writers. In 1974
the
NHS
made
the
contraceptive
pill free on
prescription,
and so under
editor
Myskow
the

magazine introduced
a "Dear Doctor" column, which covered
what were termed as
"below the waist issues".
Sales declined after
the 1970s, and by
1993 circulation had
dropped to 50,000
weekly. Deciding not
to follow the more
sexuality and highfashion orientation of
newer teenage magazines, D.C. Thomson
chose to shut the
magazine down. It
was one of several
Thomson papers to
close that year. The
company has more recently started issuing a historic Jackie annual. BBC Radio invited Jackie
Clune to do an epitaph for Jackie and, in 2007,
the BBC produced an hour long programme devoted to the magazine's 1970s heyday, called
Jackie Magazine: A Girl's Best Friend, with contributions from former readers, writers, staff and
publishers.
In June we sold 20 issues individually from #1
(1964)
to
#116
(1966)
and
they
made an average of
£13 each. Sadly #1
had a page missing
but still reached £13,
whilst #3 in VG/Fine
with George Harrison
front cover picture
made £26. Glancing
through it was great
to see the many
posters of the pop
stars of the day,
such as The Beatles, Rolling Stones, Elvis
Presley, Cliff Richard and The Who.
DIANA
Another popular publication aimed at girls was
Diana, more a comic than magazine despite its
large format. A lady who has long lived in Bristol
but who grew up in Brighton read Diana from the
first issue in February 1963 until November 1964,
a run of 92 issues, and had kept them in tip top
shape to this day. She consigned them to us via
her daughter who now lives in Brighton – with us
being based just outside the south coast seaside
town this was a fitting home-coming before we
sold them to their new collector owners on her
behalf. Most issues graded at Fine/Fine+, had
never been folded and had vibrant print colours.
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having 64 pages of art, thus fitting the classic
Picture Library format. Despite our best efforts in researching the artist and / or comic
they were intended for, no identification could
be made. That didn’t prevent the first lot
fetching £63 so less than £1 per page. The
second one was essentially the same but included the original type-written script for
each page. This raised interest considerably
as the final price was more than twice the
first at £133.
Selling the first 9 issues separately and the rest
in 10 issue blocks, the 92 strong collection realised £302 with £43 being attained for a G/VG #1
issue.
JUST FABULOUS
A lovely selection of Fabulous
pop magazines from 1964, at
the height of the Beatles success, featured many pics and
articles on the Fab Four, plus
other bands and stars similar
to those featured in Jackie. In
and around the VG grade they
averaged £8 per copy.
Finally, on the
girls
comic
front, a flyer

for the first Judy comic 1960,
found inside a Beano comic,
sold for £24, a job lot of 25
June and School Friend comics from 1966-1971
made just over £2 each and just 9 issues of
Mandy from 1968-1970 fetched £51 – you do the
math. The same number of Sally comics from
1969-1971 made just over a fiver each too!
PLAYHOUR
The nursery title Playhour
sold in several batches
from the late 1950s which
have been calculated at
£1.75 per issue in fairly
low grade, with the Christmas issue for 1960 selling
for £17.
ARTWORK
Highlights of our artwork
sales were two lots each

Two from The Dandy were a page of Allan Morley’s Keyhole Kate from 1948, selling for £46 and
a Hugh Morren Just Jimmy coming in at £20,
whilst a Robert Forrest double page from a 1950s
Thriller Comics Library realised £38.

VERY EARLY BEANO COMICS
The stunning original owner collection of early
Beano comics continues to delight and it is pleasing to see such keen interest in the early issues
from 1938 to 1940. The high grade is inevitably
playing a key role in securing big prices as collectors look to upgrade or indeed just happy to buy their
one and only high grade example to fill a long awaited
gap, like the buyer of the
Action comic 23rd October
1976 issue.
Key prices have been seen
for #13 (£860), #14 (£510)
and £20 (£445) from 1938,
whilst issues from 1939 and
1940 consistently reach the
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£200-£350 range. Exceptional results were attained for #36 at £971 and £566 for #53, with
four very determined bidders on the battle field.
The results are not just confined to the collectable pre-100 numbers with £183 and £207
achieved for VG graded #106 and
110 – both contained Hitler propaganda which added interest to the

already
desireable
comics. We saw some
fantastic adverts in
the early issues for
free gifts, a trend that
was plentiful before the war.
WARTIME BEANO & DANDY
From the same lowish grade collection as the Knockout comics, mentioned elsewhere in this market report, came numerous examples of
war years Beano and Dandy. They
were all sold between February and June with
average prices on the Beano front being £36 for
1942 and 1944, £37 for 1943
and £27 for 1945. Note these
are just average prices - with
some Poor examples selling
for as low as a tenner each,
others with Nazi references
sold for £69, £79 and £87.
#244 dated 4th November
1944 had a controversial save
waste paper advert depicting
Hitler hanging and made £82.
Due to fabulous artwork,
Beano comics from the 1950s
seem to have endless appeal
and for good reason as you’ll read elsewhere in
this report. Numerous examples from 1950-1954
sold this year have seen an average sale price of
just under £10 each in varying grades. In lowish
grades, batches from the late
50s and 60s sold for

just over £5 per issue.
Thirty six issues of the Dandy
comic between 1941 and 1943
were sold in low to mid grade for
an average of £22 each, but
prices ranged from £4 for some
Poor examples to £76 for a VG/
VG+ 1943 Easter issue - #243.
In fact, three other special issues
from 1943, all around VG, are
noteworthy with the New
Year number (#231) realising £49, April Fool #238 at
£31 and the May Day issue
#239 at £56.
Almost without fail each year
the
Dandy
comi c
cel ebrated the five
big events of
the year in their
comics – New
Year,
Easter,
April Fool, Fireworks
and
Christmas.
In
the 1950s and
60s the covers
were superb and
this makes then
a joy to behold.
Special issues can sell for 2-3
times this as demonstrated
with Beano #817 – first Jonah
by Ken Reid in Good+ at £20,
the same price for a VG
Christmas 1962 #1066 and
just over £30 each for the 25th
birthday issue from 1963
#1097 and #1363 – the first
appearance of Gnasher from
’68.
From Dandy, the 1950 Fireworks issue #467 made £22,
the 1952 New year issue £11,
the 1955 April Fool number
#697 went for £16 and £11
netted the 1959 Christmas issue #944 – admittedly this latter example was only Fair, otherwise the price could have
doubled or tripled.
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FREE GIFTS
Don’t tell the wife but our love affair with
free gifts continues and between February
and June we sold no fewer than 53 comics
with their giveaways. Whilst
special issues tend to double the value of comics,
adding a free gift can multiply
the value several times over, depending on which issue and the
scarcity of the gift.
Two real highlights in terms of
value were 2000AD Prog 2 and 3

(1977), sold in
March.
With
first appearance
of Judge Dredd
an d
u n u s ed
biotronic stickers, the second
issue soared to
£272 whilst the third, with Red Alert wallet,
made a very respectable £159.
The first Bullet comic of
1976 came with a secret
sign ring which is very
similar to that given with
Warlord #4 (1974). A Fine
example sold for a cool
£100 in February alongside #2 with its survival
guide at £104. In June we

unearthed
#3 with its
snap
together war
plane
and
that flew to
£41. We do
w o n d e r
whether it too would have reached the ton had it
been auctioned in February.
Also from D.C. Thomson came Crunch in 1979. A
wrist band adorned the first issue, a Barry
Sheene motorcycle poster came with #2 and a
skull badge with the third instalment. These
fetched £29,
£13 and £26
respectively.
A couple of
cracking re-

sults were seen in
February when Cracker #1
with
scarce Squeeze n
Squeak balloon on card
mount sold for £46 whilst the
second with Cracker Bang,
ended with a high bid of £30.
Another balloon gift came
with the first issue of Plug, in
September 1977, when a
Fine example with unused
balloon reached £33. The
highlight though of the flexible giveaways was the opening issue of nursery title Little
Star, from 29th January 1972.
With Pip Squeaker balloon on
mounting card, the price shot
to an impressive £102.
The 1940s saw a serious decrease of comic giveaways due to war
shortages.
It
was
twenty years for example, from 1940 to 1960,
between free gifts in
the Beano & Dandy but
we suspect
this
was
because,
by
the
e a r l y
1 9 5 0 s ,
these two
titles were
essentially
s e l l i n g
themselves with sales as high as two
million each week at their peak.
Whilst many comics from D.C. Thomson, such as Beezer and
Topper, gave away an oftrecurring twice annual free
gift throughout their life,
the Beano and Dandy
were more sporadic with
several years passing between gifts. We auctioned
some choice examples of
Beano gifts including the
Super
Zoomer
balloon
from #1679 (1974) – sold
for £23 and £34 achieved
for #1819 (1977) with its
skimmer. From its sister paper The Dandy,
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#1529 (1971) with Thunderbang produced a price of
£30, the Korky Kazoo from
#2105 (1982) yielded £22
and a virtual
hammer price
of
£10
for
#2240 (1984)
with
glow
mask. You can read all about
Beano and Dandy free gifts by
downloading issue 3 of our club
newsletter on the Collectors’ Club
page of our website: http://
www.phil-comics.com/
collectors_club.php.
Before the war, giveaways were
commonplace and readers were
regularly treated to good quality
free gifts. Take the tin train gift
given with Magnet Library
#1017 from 1927 as a great
example - in VG- grade the

comic and gift reached £23.
Other comics from the Dundee publishing powerhouse
D.C. Thomson that came
with gifts were Beezer and
Topper, and so their competitors seeked to draw the attentions of the
young public to their own publications. Fleetway
published Lion from 1952 and gave away regular
gifts, such as the Spot the Soccer Stars wheel in

c1958. This was a popular
format of free gift which
we’ve seen as late as the 1970s, allowing sporting fans to find facts on their favourite footballers by turning the wheel to
different positions. This VG example
made £31. Odhams Press published
Eagle and Swift and in 1961 gave
away a Soccer Stars wallet with cards
and last month we sold one for £14.
Football and sport would also be a

great topic to base a boys comic on and D.C.
Thomson launched Scoop in 1978 and included a
free sports diary with the first issue – sold to the
highest bidder in Fine+ grade for £37.
Interestingly we sold a Nutty comic
#2 (1980) with free gift Zoomerang
in March for £12 and then acquired
another one in the same grade which
sold in June for the same price, so a
good consistent result. Sometimes
selling the same comic fairly close
together can result in a lower amount
the second time as the high bidder is
theoretically out of the equation, but
it seems there was renewed interest.
This wasn’t the case however with
the first Spellbound comic with pendant gift. Despite being happy with
both prices, a sale of £63 in February
compared with
£36 in June. The comic
grade of the June issue was
G/VG compared with February’s Fine example which
may go some way to explain the difference.
Pop pistols were a popular
giveaway in the 70s and
80s – a plastic gun with a
trigger that fired a plastic
pellet attached to a plastic
cord. The
pellet didn’t fire as
such
but
made a popping sound. D.C.
Thomson gave one away with
first issue of tabloid sized Buzz
in 1973, for
which a VG+
example with
pistol still in
packet realised
£79,
whilst
from the early
80s, Buddy included a different
coloured pistol and this sold for
£16.
An unusual printed plastic bag
was given away with Blue Jeans
#1 on 22nd January 1977 and
with vibrant colours the combo
went for £32.
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Tracking down
free gifts for an
issue is very
difficult, but so
too can finding
the comic when
you have the

stock.
The
Good
graded comic was significantly enhanced by
the unused, brightly
coloured gift which still
had powder granules,
i.e.
hadn’t
become
sludgy with moisture,
and the sale price rose
to a well deserved
gift, so in the case of several 1970s girl’s comics
we opted to sell the gifts without their issuing
comic. This didn’t prevent keen bidding with just
over £50 each secured for the Pearl Necklace and
Rainbow Ring from Judy #631 and #632 from
1972. A year earlier, readers of the comic were
gifted with a Judy Kitty Purse in #574 and a Judy
Brooch in #575 and both went for around £30
each. From Bunty,
the Bonnie necklace
from #767 (1972)
made £40.
Staying with D.C.
Thomson girl’s titles but with comic
and giveaway combos,
Emma
#1
from 1978 gifted readers with a brooch and
stickers and a collector nabbed it for £24. A year
later Penny came up with an unusual mouse
cheese pendant, two bangles and a heart ring for
its first three issues
and modest prices of
£11, £12 and £6 were
attained
for
these.
Tracy
was
also
launched that year and
its first three issues

£144.
Jackpot was yet another IPC
title from the 1970s and the first
two issues from May 1979 with
squirt ring and magic card game
found their mark in Fine+ at

around the
£20 range.
BOUND
VOLUMES
We
sold
around 25
bound volumes
between February and June with price highlights
being £343 and £255 achieved for a full year of
Beano and Dandy comics from 1970, respectively. The value tends to drop considerably into
the 1970s as they’re far more common and this
was reflected with prices of around £90 each for
full years of Beano for 1977 and 1978.

proved
far
more
popular with our customer base who decided the current
market value of the
first
three
issues
with Beryl the Peril badge, guitar comb and ladybird brooch should be £50, £42 and £64 respectively.
Having just said that reuniting comics with gifts
is difficult, it is by no means impossible. Having
been fortunate to buy a couple of the free gifts
for the first Cor!! comic from an ephemera collector, we reunited the packet of Gulp!! Soft
drink powder with a first issue of Cor!! we had in

Beano comics are just thin enough to bind a
whole year into one volume, but with many other
titles they are better bound in two half year volumes otherwise they’re both too heavy to handle
comfortably and the centre page strips near the
binding become obscured. Scorcher started on
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10th January 1970 and two half year volumes
from its first year made £235 apiece in February.
The full year of Lion 1968, again split into two
half years, just topped the ton at £107 each and
from the same title but four years later, the
same from 1972 were bought by the same buyer
at £78 each. £107 was the price achieved for half
year publisher file copies of Comic Cuts Jan-Jun

parents or teachers, although one issue on April
Fool’s day had the front
cover upside down. Stories included ‘ello, it’s
Cheeky,
Big
Game
Hunter,
Birdman
and
Chicken, Fit Fred and Sick
Sid and the Krazy Gang,
comprising Ed, Blue (Ed’s
parrot),
Cheeky,
Liz,
Sporty, Brainy and Freaky
(an alien), who all lived in
Krazy Town. Much like Plug from The Beano’s
Bash Street Kids in the same year of 1977, one
of the characters in Krazy
Gang,
Cheeky,
proved
popular enough to get his
own
comic,
naturally
named Cheeky, which was
later
merged
into
Whoopee.

1940 and Jester Jul-Dec 1939. From the same
collection of publisher files, two half year volumes of Tiny Tots from 1948 made £67 each
whilst half years for Rainbow 1953, Sunbeam
1939 and Sparkler 1938 made around £60 a volume.

We sold a virtually full run
of Krazy with the first issue
selling for £32 in VG
grade. A month earlier the
second issue without gift
sold for £9, whilst a similarly graded example with
the scarcely seen Superjet
camera giveaway sold for
£28. The rest of the issues sold in three batches
at an average price of £1.20 per comic. The 1982
Holiday Special in G/VG grade made a fiver whilst
the piece de resistance of the whole collection

Film Fun sell well when bound and half year JanJun 1943 fetched £97 whilst Jul-Dec 1955 a respectable £72. Finally, a full year of the nursery
title Robin sold in May for £84 – a very attractive
volume but alas a previous owner had hole
punched the spine edge which likely affected the
sale price.
KRAZY
Krazy was published every
Monday by IPC and ran from
16th October 1976 to 15th
April 1978, when it merged
with stable-mate Whizzer and
Chips. The comic included a
"disguise" back-cover, such as
the cover of a diary or school
exercise book, which allowed
readers to hide the comic from

were two out of the three pages of original artwork of the Krazy Gang, drawn by artist Knox.
The two pages of art went to an Australian collector for just over £100.
SCHOOL FUN
School Fun ran for 33 issues between
October 1983 and May 1984 when it
merged with Buster. As the name suggests, every strip revolved around
school including B. Ware Caretaker, a
caretaker easily antagonised by mess
who tried to put a stop to any possible
fun the school children could have.
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Coronation Street School was based
on characters from Coronation Street
whilst Grange Hill Juniors is self explanatory. School Belle - featuring a
highly egotistical schoolgirl who overrated her own attractiveness - continually failed to manipulate schoolboys into doing her bidding. The title
had one annual for 1985 and three
holiday specials. We essentially listed
the entire collection in March with
free gifts for the first two issues. #1
with its giveaway snake made £21
and slightly more for #2 with games
free gift, at £25. #3-33 inclusive
reached £46 and the 1986 holiday special a
tenner.

32p each. Contrast this to
Dandy comic library which,
when sold in batches from #1349 made 52p each.
SPIKE
Spike fans were spoilt in March
as we sold a full set of 67 issues in one batch for, interestingly, £67, so no need for any

PICTURE LIBRARIES
The picture library comics were plentiful in the
50s and 60s and had fabulous front covers.
We sold ten Thriller Comics Library between
#156 and #171 from the early 1950s and they
sold for between £4 and £40 each, with an average of £18.
A near complete run of Cowboy Comics Library
between #80 and 99 in low to mid range grade
made around £4.50 on average.
Pre-100 Commando comics are much soughtafter and often attract keen bidding. We sold
Fair examples of #2 and #4 for £41 and £46
respectively, the low grade and tape to spine
having a big impact on the number of interested
parties as these can fetch well into three figures
in VG condition. Eight issues in the 70s and 80s
numbers made an average of £27 each.
The picture library format was adopted again by
D.C. Thomson with their Beano & Dandy comic
libraries, starting in 1982. We acquired a collection of unread examples from a collector who
bought them himself from the early 1980s onwards. Most were still in the original WHSmiths
bags (first paper, then plastic) with all the receipts, too. We chucked the bags but perhaps
should have searched for aspiring vintage bag
collectors as the collection was quite diverse. The
later issues in this series are much harder to find
so we tried Beano issues #350-368 separately
and they sold for £3 each on average. Contrast
this with the first 349 issues which, when sold in
large batches, went for a tenth of the price at

‘per-issueprice’ calculation. A month
earlier, Spike
issues 1, 2
and 3 with
their respective free gifts sold for £6, £22 and £9
each. Although free gifts are scarce and collectable, genuinely rare
items are competition prizes. Very few
were given away so
we
were
really
pleased to offer a
Spike rope cord bag
which
soared
to
£42.
Spike ran between
22nd January 1983
and 28th April 1984
and was a traditional
‘action’ comic for
boys, with many
strips focusing on football. Strips included Spike
himself, Iron Barr, a working class goalkeeper
with incredible talent, The Man in Black based on
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the fictional British athlete William Wilson and
Krazy Kops, a strip ridiculing a group of incompetent police officers. Being published by D.C.
Thomson, The Bleak Street Bunch was similar to
the Bash Street Kids but had a more serious tone
and dealt with contemporary issues.

late 1980s and 1990s and they’re attractive
items. In February we sold several of these with
highlights being £16 each for the Bash Street
Kids / Minnie the Minx and Biffo the Bear / Beryl
the Peril combinations.

LICENSED MERCHANDISE

There is a certain lure about 1960s and 70s Sum-

We’ve taken a keen interest in licensing since
taking out a license with D.C. Thomson for the
Dandy & Beano Christmas covers book. Comic
characters have been licensed for many years
and D.C. Thomson started
as long ago as the 1970s.
We were fortunate to acquire an unused example
of The Dandy comic’s
Korky the Cat’s Exercise
Book, licensed by D.C.
Thomson in 1979 and this
sold for a notable £40 back
in February. In the same
sale we auctioned a TV21
diary from 1970, licensed
to Letts. It too was unused
in Very Fine shape and the
vendor was delighted with
the £51 sale price.
As collectors ourselves we
have acquired numerous
items of merchandise for
the Beano and Dandy but
in
recent
years
have
tended
to
sell
them on to focus
on the comics and
annuals. The exception to this
would
be
the
Robert
Harrop
figurines
–
we’ve
kept our favourite
Three Bears characters and also a boxed
Bash Street Kids and
Minnie the Minx Corgi
van set. We bought
this nearly 25 years
ago from an antiques centre
in Oswestry when just starting
out collecting, so it’s got sentimental
value. Corgi
obtained a
license from
D.C. Thomson to produce
num e r o u s
boxed vehicles in the

HOLIDAY SPECIALS

mer and Holiday Specials that we find irresistible
– perhaps it’s the vintage British seaside scene
that’s so appealing. We’re always happy to buy
them in or sell on commission
and have a great selection
coming up in our September
auction, many consigned to us
from their original Northern
Irish owner.
Key
highlights
include the first
respective
editions
of
The
Beano and The
Dandy
from
1964, following
on
from
the
highly sought-after joint 1963
Dandy-Beano issue. The 1964
Beano special was an attractive
example in VG grade with a winning bid of £275, whilst the first
Dandy in lower grade at Good to
G/VG made £121. We’ve another
copy of the Dandy 1964 special coming up in our
next auction!
The first and only Lady Penelope Summer Extra Special
from 1966 made a handsome
£89 despite its Good+ grade.
Another low grade, Fair
comic was the Thunderbirds
Spring Extra Special that sold
in May for £31. Given that
these are scarcely seen,
though, we weren’t surprised
by the price. A couple of
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fifteen issues selling individually for an average price of
£45 each.
RAREBURG AND GREAT D.C.
THOMSON ARTISTS

Look-In Summer Extra Specials 1973 and 1974
made £28 and £36 each and two Fine+ mid
1970s Beezer Summer Specials made £12 each.
A Fine Smash Holiday Special from 1970 made
an impressive £69 which
was a much higher price
than we have achieved
previously. The 1971 Tiger realised £29 in VGgrade, a Princess Tina
Summer Extra 1971 £15
and
a
Fine1972
Whizzer and Chips £13.
Bunty Specials are really
quite
collectable
and
scarcer than the boy’s
specials. Combined with
delightful
covers
we
weren’t surprised when several editions from
1971 to 1982 averaged £25 each, albeit most in
Very Fine grade.

We recently contributed an
article on collecting Beano
and Dandy to the brand
new Rareburg collectables
website, set up and run by
Duncan McAlpine, a lifelong
collector himself and well
known for writing many
Comic Book Price Guides.
You can read the article
h t t p s : / /
h e r e :
www.rareburg.com/article/
collecting-dandy-andbeano-comics. In it, I mention that my love for the
vintage, pre-1970 Beano
and Dandy comics came
about due to four key artists – Leo Baxendale,
Ken Reid, Dudley Watkins and David Law. The art
and print style of Law’s
work in the late 1950s
and early 60s was superb
and the Beryl the Peril annuals were no exception –
we achieved £21 for a
Good #1 1959 annual and

Highlights from Victor were Very
Fine copies for 1971, 1972, 1975 and 1975 which
went to their new home for £13 apiece. The
scarce 1968 second issue only reached £7 but no
doubt the Fair/Good grade contributed to the
lack of interest.
For some reason, Buster specials rarely attract
much bidding and so several from the 1980s
made around £3 each.
ZIP
Published by Odhams, our collection of Zip comics continue to do exceedingly well with a further

£26, £36 and £21 each for Fine examples from
1963, 1965 and 1967.
Following work for D.C. Thomson and later
Odhams, Leo Baxendale went on to publish sev-
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eral children’s books, one of which was Willy the
Kid, the 1976 version of the book selling for £31
in May.
TV TORNADO
For background reading, there’s an interesting
feature written a year ago about TV Tornado
comics on freelance comic artist Lew Stringer’s
website:
http://lewstringer.blogspot.co.uk/2014/08/tvtornado-1967.html
TV Tornado comic #1 sold in Good+ grade in
May for £23 whilst in
February, with the inclu-

at £14 for Marvelman
and £11 for his younger counterpart. The cover
artwork is stunning and made even more enjoyable given the print colours have remained so
vibrant.
MAD

sion of its free gift
Batchute which, by the
way, when launched
from our landing down the stairs worked incredibly well, boosted the price to £77. The comic was
essentially the same
grade at VG- so the
batchute launched the
price sky high. A
slightly lower price of
£63 was attained in
June for the second
issue with its set of
four magic cards.
TOP SPOT
We sold the first issue
of Top Spot for £7 in
May. First published
on 25th October 1958,
the title was like a
1950s lads mag and there’s an interesting piece
on Lew Stringer’s website if you want to read
more:
http://lewstringer.blogspot.co.uk/2011/01/topspot-clint-of-1958.html
MARVELMAN & YOUNG MARVELMAN
We’ve continued the sale of a very large collection of Marvelman and Young Marvelman comics
from the mid to late 1950s. With most grading at
VG and Fine, average prices have been coming in

In May we were contacted
by a chap in neighbouring
Kent who wished to sell
his entire collection of Mad
magazines
from
#1
(1960) to #381 (1994).
He had been an avid
reader of the title which
had strongly influenced his
sense of humour over the
years, he said. Some of
the content was laugh out
loud funny and we had to
keep a strong head not to
get too distracted whilst listing them. Broken
down accordingly into around 20 manageable
lots, the collection realised a grand total of £685.
We sold #161 from 1970s separately and this
made £35 due to its Dr Who phone box front
cover and strip inside. #1 made £46 graded at G/
VG whilst #2 and #3 reached £22 apiece.
MONSTER FUN
Monster Fun was aimed at children between 7
and 12 and ran for 73 issues from 14th June
1975 to 30th October 1976, when it merged with
Buster to form Buster and Monster Fun. The first
issue contained a free plate wobbler free gift
whilst those in the second and third issues were a
Freaky Spider Ring and a Super Shaking Skeleton. Its comic strips included Mummy's Boy,
drawn by Norman Mansbridge, X-Ray Specs and
Arts Gallery by Mike Lacey, Martha's Monster
Make-up, penned by Ken Reid, March of the
Mighty Ones, Brainy and his Monster Maker, Cinders, Creature Teacher by Thomas Williams,
Dough Nut & Rusty (drawn by Trevor Metcalfe),
Draculass (drawn by Terry Bave), Grizzly Bearhug, The Invisible Monster, Kid Kong, drawn by
Robert Nixon, Major Jump Horror Hunter, Monster Hits Jokes and Tom Thumbscrew. The nominal editor was Frankie Stein who had previously
appeared in Wham, Shiver and Shake and
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Whoopee and
The Bad Time
Bedtime Books
insert was created by Leo
Baxendale.
In March we
sold the first
four issues in
around
VG
grade for £11,
£31, £11 and
£7 respectively. The reason for the enhanced
price for issue 2 was the presence of not the actual free gift, but the printed paper packet in
which it came.
KNOCKOUT
Between March and June we auctioned off a
large consecutive run of Knockout comics from
the mid war years to the end of the decade.
These are scarcely seen, especially in full years
and so attracted strong interest. The Poor grading
inevitably
hampered bidding
on the early years
which
saw
full
years for 1943
and 1944 reach
£51
and
£78,
whilst the better
grade of G/VG saw
the next four full
years,
1945
to
1948 inclusive, soar to £165, £255, £50 and
£225 respectively. The bright front covers were
appealing to the eye as was the uniform grading
despite being slightly below average.

£52 in June. Not
seen before by
us was a City
Magazines
invoice for back
issues
ordered
by the original owner which
produced a price of £17. The
highest price from the collection was £210 for a VG/Fine
1965 Summer Extra Special
with its scarcely seen free gift.
We’ve been steadily working
our way through the Joe 90
stash and in the last four sales
have included the
first three issues
with their original
free gifts, rarely
seen and the first
time we’ve handled
them. #1 with its
near
complete
Mac’s car kit was
bought by an expat living in New
Zealand for £207, whilst the coderpass giveaway with #1 produced a
£69 final price, plus £117 for #3
with agent badge. From the same
collection
has
come #4-8 and
30-34 (the final
issue)
inclusive
which have averaged £12 a copy.

GERRY ANDERSON
From a large, single owner
collection of 1960s Gerry
Anderson TV related comics
came a run of TV Century 21
comics from #4 to #49, all
from 1965. #4-9 were sold
separately and in varying
grades from Poor to Fine+
sold for £21 each on average.
Issues #10-49 were sold in
small runs of around 5 issues
and made around £27 per
batch. Noted for its extensive Dalek content and front
cover, #28 is highly soughtafter and in G/VG the high
bidder
exterminated the
competition with a winning
bid of £83. The free gift
Identicode from the first issue sold in VG condition for

A selection of seventeen Lady Penelope and Penelope
comics from 1966
to 1969 impressed
M’Lady with an average price of £18
an issue. You’ll be
pleased to know we have more from this collection to bring to market in the coming months.
That concludes our Market Report this time but
read on for more comic news! If you wish to see
pictures of any of the items in this report, simply
visit our Auction Results Archive and search for
the appropriate key word/s:
http://www.phil-comics.com/auction_results.php
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BREAK FROM COMICS? DON’T BE DAFT!
We took a month off in April in which we travelled down under to Australia and New Zealand
for a camper van trip. We’d intended to have a
complete break from comics, which you’d think
was entirely possible given that we were on the
other side of the world and are British comic
dealers, but that went by the wayside on day 3
of the holiday in Sydney!
Actually it was a genuinely nice surprise to
chance upon an exhibition at the New South
Wales State Library, in Sydney city centre, called
‘Pulp Confidential: Quick & dirty publishing from
the 40s & 50s’. The exhibition revealed a wide
selection of material from the estate of the late
Frank Johnson, which the museum acquired in
1965, and have recently explored, researched
and showcased.

During the 1940s and 1950s, until his death in
1960, Frank Johnson Publications published a
vast array of ‘pulps’ from
comic books, humour
magazines, boxing and
racing fiction and adventure stories. The exhibition showcased original
artwork, ephemera, letters, manuscripts, contracts and records from
the collection.
I would have loved to
have spent longer at the
exhibition but my wife kindly reminded me that
we had tickets for the ferry to Manly to catch, so
we had to dash. Very enjoyable and we took a
few pictures which we’ve shared here. We picked

up a hard copy of the exhibition guide whilst
there and it’s a great read – detailing the story of
Frank Johnson Publications. We have the PDF file

of this guide on file which we have noticed has
now been removed from the NSW State Library
website, so feel free to contact us if interested
and we’ll email you the file.
Although we don’t trade in
Australian
or
Southern

H e m i sphere comics per se,
this
exhibition
has
sparked our interest and we may
look for them in
future. In fact, in
February the first
issue of the PNG
(Papua
New
Guinea) comic from
the 1970s made
£43 in G/VG grade!
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THE FULL STORY OF THE RISE AND FALL OF ACTION

former style to create a truly modern comic.

The following text has been taken from the eBay
auction page for the ultra rare Action comic 23rd
October 1976.

Towards the end of 1975, Sanders saw the potential for another comic. Again edgy and modern, this would be one that would appeal to more
streetwise kids who had already grown out of
comics. With apt working titles of ‘Boots’, ‘Dr
Martens’ and ‘Action 76’, the comic was launched
in February 1976 under the name ‘Action’, with
pull outs in other IPC titles such as ‘Buster’
boasting the strap line ‘You’ve never seen stories
like these before!’.

In acquiring this comic we have found ourselves
fascinated with the rise and fall of Action and
have done much reading on the subject and
bought ourselves a copy of Martin Barker’s
‘Action – the story of a violent comic’. Having digested accounts of Action in various books (see
below in reference list), we’ve written the following passage detailing the story of this much
loved yet controversial British comic, explaining
ultimately how the 23rd October issue was destined to be one of the rarest comics in British history.
By the 1970s, it was generally considered that
British comics were looking dated and needed
some vitality and a fresh appeal. D.C. Thomson
duly responded by publishing ‘Warlord’ in 1974,
focusing solely on war stories and military action,
with tougher heroes than those seen before and
more realistic stories. Its success prompted its
main rival, IPC, to produce ‘Battle Picture
Weekly’ in 1975, a comic whose title suggests a
similar theme and it too would prove successful.
Battle Picture Weekly was the brainchild of writers / editors Pat Mills and John Wagner, two freelancers drafted in specifically to produce the
comic by John Sanders, the Editorial Director at
IPC. The feeling was that the established IPC
staff, having worked for years on the more traditional boys’ papers, were too engrained in the

Action featured several strips based on recent
box-office hits and television, such as ‘Dredger’,
a Dirty Harry style cop, ‘Black Jack’, modelled on
Mohammad Ali and his rise to fame, ‘The Running
Man’, a take on the TV series The Fugitive, but
most striking of all was a strip influenced by the
hit 1975 film ‘Jaws’. The result: Hookjaw. A great
white shark who gained his name in the first issue by having a fisherman’s hook lodged in its
jaw, prior of course to mauling said fisherman,
his fellow sailors and the entire boat for good
measure. Hookjaw was violent and bloody and it
was no coincidence that it was printed on the
centre pages in full colour, with no shortage of
red ink in each and every strip! Readers learnt
“When Hookjaw strikes – you only scream
once!”. The first issue of Action ended with the
line: ‘Warning to nervous readers – don’t buy Action!’ and this was to prove a much more realistic
tag line than seen in other comics.
The comic hit the headlines almost immediately –
indeed after just the second issue. Although such
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violence and gore had been seen in films, they
hadn’t been seen in children’s comics. The Evening Standard ran a story on the publication, entitled ‘Aargh lives – but the blood is printed red’.
The article read: “See a youth murder five policeman, see a body hurtle through a car window,
see several limbs chomped off by today’s most
modish monster, the killer shark… Action is a
‘deliberate, calculated and commercially minded
attempt to cash in on What the Kids Want. What
the Kids Want is, allegedly, what they already
see on television and in the cinema”. John Sanders was described as being ‘unbuffetable by criticism’ and painted in an uncaring light.
In April the Sun newspaper described the comic
as ‘the sevenpenny nightmare’ - its cover price
was 7p and this was a reference to the penny
dreadful comics of the Victorian era. Action found
itself being compared with the notorious horror
comic books of the 1950s that had been banned
in Britain by an act of Parliament.
By the September 18th issue, IPC had arguably
pushed the content to the limit. The cover depicted a chain-wielding youth threatening a cowering man. A policeman’s helmet was discarded
nearby suggesting that a policeman was about to
be severely beaten, with back up from other
club-waving teenagers in the background – were
Action really endorsing violence of this nature,
the critics asked?

Despite the negative press attention, the comic
continued to grow in popularity amongst readers
and the Action editorial team poured in more violent strips. In September 1976, ‘Kids Rule OK’, a
highly violent story set in the future where all
adults were wiped out by a plague leaving the
juveniles to form tribes and fight it out on the
streets of Britain, much like Lord of the Flies or
the Hunger Games.
The Daily Mail then strongly objected to a new
football strip ‘Look Out for Lefty!’ which depicted
the hero’s girlfriend flinging a bottle at a player
on the pitch. Making matters worse, Lefty himself
was seen to be endorsing her actions, citing
‘Good ole Angie!’. This was at a time when football hooliganism was on the rise and causing
many problems at clubs across the country. The
Mail used its influence to ask for comment from
Football League secretary Alan Hardaker who exclaimed “It is really appalling that there are people so brainless as to sell comics to children with
stuff like this inside them. The man responsible
ought to be hit over the head with a bottle himself”. The Mail even solicited an opinion from the
highly respected British comics historian Denis
Gifford, who commented ‘Action is a new kind of
comic geared to the lowest form of behaviour in
children. Just as pornography caters for a mass
market for adults, this provides violence for a
mass market for children.’
And so Sanders was called to account on the af-
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ternoon news programme
Nationwide, in which presenter Frank Bough went
off script from the agreed
line of discussion to launch
a vigorous attack on the
comic. Questions were also
asked in the House of Commons, leading to a meeting
between Sanders and Willie
Whitelaw, the Home Secretary of the day.
If this was not pressure
enough, Mary Whitehouse
of the National Viewer’s
and Listener’s Association
began a campaign to ban
the comic, whilst pressure
group the Delegates Opposing Violent Education
(DOVE) wrote to booksellers and newsagents demanding they withdraw the comic from sale.
They even printed stickers for booksellers to apply to the covers. Such stickers denounced
“CAUTION. This is a BLACKED publication. Certain writings in this work are not cleared by
DOVE as being pro-child...”
However, at the same time, work had already
commenced on the 23rd October issue to the extent that it was ready for print. Whilst the 16th
October issue was likely to have been printed in
a batch of 160,000 or so copies, the plug had
already been pulled and only 30 pre-production
copies of the 23rd October issue were reported to
have been printed. It never went to full print and
these 30 copies were retained by staff at IPC.

was clear the comic was a shadow of its former
self. The gritty edge that attracted a cult following, high readership and such severe criticism
had gone. Violent strips ‘Kids Rule OK’ and
‘Probationer’ had been dropped and Hookjaw’s
dinner time was now sadly off-panel. Sales
dropped drastically and the new version lasted
just shy of a year when, on 11th November, it became absorbed by Battle, becoming Battle Action. This title lasted until 1982 at which point
the Action name was dropped altogether. However, ‘Action’ annuals continued to be published
separately from 'Battle' annuals yearly up until
1985.
BUT WHY DID IPC PULL THE PLUG?

IPC decided to suspend Action for a ‘re-appraisal
of editorial policy’. Senior IPC Executive Johnny
Johnson cited: ‘We felt that to suspect publication was the only proper course to take. We do
agree that we have made an error of judgement.’

But after surviving eight months of scrutiny, why
did IPC decide to pull the plug on Action which,
afterall, was one of their most successful comics
pulling in a profit by selling around 160,000 copies each week.

The comic went back to the drawing board for six
weeks and returned on 4th December with the
header “We’re back! We’re Sensational” but it

One theory is that institutional politics came into
play. Jack Le Grand, the Head of Boy’s Periodicals, was upset that Sanders had employed freelancers to produce Battle and Action rather than
commissioning those within the department. It is
said that Grand wanted Action to fail and had
friends on the IPC board and its parent company
Reed International.
A second theory is that all the negative press had
led to rumblings at WH Smith about possibly refusing to stock the comic. That in itself wouldn’t
have been so bad, but the potential prospect of
WH Smith and John Menzies, the two biggest
newsagents in the country, boycotting ALL of
IPC’s comics and magazines would have been
suicide, to quote the 23rd October issue’s front
cover. It was not unheard of for retailers to censor certain titles – indeed, in 1977, WH Smith
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the creation of a title which would take the British comic scene by storm. IPC had learned that
there was a market for an edgy, varied comic
with different genres of stories, rather than focusing on just one. With its name suggesting a
science fiction influence, 2000AD was the result. The forthcoming release of Star Wars in
May 1977 was no coincidence and the predicted
popularity of a space set sci-fi comic was to be
exploited.

refused to sell ‘a particularly nasty and ridiculous
series of comic books’ including bogus accounts
of the death of Adolf Hitler and the assassination
of President Kennedy.
In the wider social context, the mid-1970s was a
time of heightened sensitivity over ‘violence’ in
the media. Football hooliganism was on the rise
and the action-focused police series on television
such as The Sweeney (1975-78), as well as the
violent film Death Wish (1974) had faced real
scrutiny. Pressure groups such as the National
Viewers’ and Listeners’ Association and the Responsible Society were particularly active at the
time with their own moral
agenda.

Sanders let Pat Mills loose on the case and, following his successful creations of Battle and Action, set to work. To cut a long story short,
2000AD was launched on 26th February 1977
and became an instant hit. Although some violence was edited out in early production following the drama surrounding Action, it was still
released with violent characters. But by setting
the stories in a science fiction context, characters such as Judge Dredd, a violent yet lawupholding policeman escaped the scrutiny that
caused the demise of Action, set in real-life
worldly scenarios. Some strips with an Action
feel were printed in early issues of 2000 AD,
including ‘Flesh’, a violent time-travel story involving dinosaurs, and ‘Shako’, which was essentially Hookjaw but with a polar bear instead
of a shark.
This article was written with the help of the following books – all recommended for the collector
or enthusiast of British (and American) comics.
British Comics: A Cultural History. CHAPMAN,
James
500 Comicbook Villians. CONROY, Mike
The Ultimate Book of British Comics. KIBBLEWHITE, Graham
Action – the story of a violent comic. BARKER,
Martin
Wikipedia – Action (comics)

Martin Barker argued that
the real reason behind the
toning down of Action was
not its violence but its politics: ‘Action stood at the
very edge of a radical politics – and that couldn’t be
allowed’.
BUT WHAT OF ACTION’S
LEGACY?
The rise and fall of Action
was short lived but such
was its influence that IPC
got to work on the launch
of another paper soon after
the title was banned. Action’s legacy therefore was
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THE FRONT COVER OF THE ULTRA RARE ACTION COMIC 23RD OCTOBER 1976
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